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# **Eduardo G. Ricarze vs. Court of Appeals, People of the Philippines, Caltex Philippines,
Inc., and Philippine Commercial and Industrial Bank (PCIBank)**

## **Title:**
Eduardo G. Ricarze vs. Court of Appeals, People of the Philippines, Caltex Philippines, Inc.,
and Philippine Commercial and Industrial Bank (PCIBank), G.R. No. 159577

## **Facts:**
1. **Employment and Task Assignment:**
– Eduardo G. Ricarze was employed as a collector-messenger by City Service Corporation,
assigned to  Caltex  Philippines,  Inc.’s  (Caltex)  main  office  in  Makati  City.  His  primary
responsibility was to collect checks payable to Caltex and deliver them to the cashier.

2. **Discovery of Irregularities:**
– On October 16, 1997, during a routine electronic report with Philippine Commercial &
Industrial  Bank  (PCIB)  Dela  Rosa,  Makati  Branch,  Caltex  Banking  and  Insurance
Department discovered the clearance of Check No. 74001 amounting to P5,790,570.25,
payable to Dante R. Gutierrez, which was unauthorized.

3. **Further Investigation:**
–  Additional  checks  (Check Nos.  73999,  74000,  and 72922)  were  found missing,  with
signatures  of  authorized Caltex  officers  Ramon Romano and Victor  S.  Goquinco being
forged.

4. **Bank Actions and Findings:**
– Banco de Oro’s SM Makati Branch identified Ricarze as the individual who deposited the
forged checks into an account falsely opened under Gutierrez’s name.
– Gutierrez disowned the account and signatures.

5. **PCIB’s Reimbursement to Caltex:**
– On March 29, 1998, PCIB credited P581,229.00 to Caltex.

6. **Criminal Charges:**
– Following a preliminary investigation, two Informations for estafa through falsification of
commercial documents were filed against Ricarze.

7. **Procedural Posture:**
– Ricarze was arraigned and pleaded not guilty.
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– During trial, the Siguion Reyna Montecillo and Ongsiako Law Offices (SRMO) entered as
private prosecutor for PCIB.
– Ricarze’s objections included the unauthorized appearance of SRMO and the substitution
of Caltex with PCIB as the complainant.

8. **RTC Nullification Motions:**
– Ricarze’s motions to nullify SRMO’s appearance and to challenge the substitution to PCIB
were denied.

9. **Appeal to CA:**
– Ricarze’s petition to annul the RTC’s orders was dismissed by the CA, affirming PCIB’s
subrogation claims and non-prejudicial effect of the substitution.

## **Issues:**
1. **Was the substitution of PCIB for Caltex as the private complainant valid, and did it
violate Section 14, Rule 110 of the Rules of Court?**
2. **Does the erroneous designation of the offended party in the Information prejudice the
rights of the accused?**
3.  **Was  the  entry  of  appearance  by  SRMO  as  private  prosecutor  for  PCIB  legally
permissible?**

## **Court’s Decision:**
1. **On Substitution of Private Complainant:**
– The Court affirmed that the substitution of Caltex with PCIB as the private complainant
was neither a substantial amendment nor prejudicial to Ricarze’s rights. The substitution
was permissible under legal subrogation without needing Ricarze’s consent (Article 1302,
Civil Code).

2. **On Erroneous Designation of Offended Party:**
– The designation of the offended party Caltex rather than PCIB in the Informations was
deemed a formal defect, not necessitating amendments to reflect the subrogated party. The
alleged crime and the injury were correctly identified despite the misdesignation as per case
precedents (People v. Yu Chai Ho).

3. **On Appearance of SRMO as Private Prosecutor:**
– The Court ruled that Ricarze failed to object in a timely manner to SRMO’s entry of
appearance, rendering his subsequent challenge moot.
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## **Doctrine:**
–  **Subrogation  and  Offended  Party’s  Designation:**  The  substitution  of  the  private
complainant by the subrogated party (PCIB) does not constitute substantial amendment.
The preliminary misdesignation in the Information is a formal defect that does not prejudice
the accused if the subject matter and crime continue to be properly identified.

– **Formal Defects:** In offenses against property, the naming of the private complainant is
not absolutely essential, provided the criminal act is sufficiently identifiable.

## **Class Notes:**
– **Key Elements of Estafa (Article 315, RPC):**
– **Defraudation:** Act of deceiving another with intent to gain.
– **Falsification:** Material alterations in a document.
– **Prejudice to Another:** The injury or damage to the person defrauded.
– **Legal Procedures (Rule 110, Rules of Court):**
–  **Amendment  of  Information:**  Pre-plea  amendments  allowed  freely;  post-plea
amendments  require  court  leave  and  must  not  prejudice  the  accused.
–  **Subrogation:**  Transfer  of  creditor  rights  to  a  third party,  legally  binding without
debtor’s consent.

## **Historical Background:**
– **Context  of  Financial  Crimes:** This case occurred during the late 1990s,  a period
marked by increased scrutiny of white-collar crimes, including fraud and forgery. Financial
institutions faced heightened oversight, necessitating robust legal frameworks to address
and  mitigate  fraudulent  actions  within  corporate  and  banking  sectors.  The  legal
interpretations in this case were instrumental in solidifying doctrines on subrogation and
the sufficiency of criminal informations in ensuring justice while safeguarding procedural
rights.


